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Summary

I" Friedmann's model,physical 3-space has a curvature K=

constant. In the casei of greatest interest (K^O) trianrulation for the

measurement of great distances should be based on non-Euclidean ç eorne

tries: Riemannian (or doubly elliptic) geometry for a closed universe,

and Bolyai-Lobatchevsky's (or hiperbolic) geometry for an open universe.

Sumário

No modelo de Friedmann o 3-espaço físico tem curvatura K=consta£

te. Nos casos de maior interesse (K^O) a triangulação para medida de

grandes distâncias deve basear-se nas geometrias não euclidea^as: geo-

metria de Riemann (ou duplamente eliptica) para o universo fechado, e

geometria de Bolyai-Lobatchevsky (ou hiperbólica), para o universo aber

to.

* Work supported by FINBP.
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Introd action

Tnanaulation has been a very limited means for fhe measurement or

astronomical distances £lj . However, recent advances in o'-taininci

great resolution powers in observation instruments t^l makes cie belie_

ve tha- eventually triangulation will be used for the determination of

distances far greater than those mentioned in Ref. 1

In this paper ve shall not pay much attention to these technical

problems. Instead, we want to analyze how the curvature of space, as

shown by Friedmann's model, .affects the results of triançrulí.tion. A hy_

pothetical numerical example is worked out, sharply illustrating the

influence of the curvature signs.

1. Friedmann's Metrics

In an isochronous, co -moving reference system , with universal time

£ and spatial coordinates V B 4> I 3, 4 J , the line element in space

time in Friedmann's model is

Us1 ̂  cxdtX- A?, (i)
where

is the line element of 3-space.

There are three cases to consider T 3 J

(I) Flat space, which is Euclidean :

ftx)^^ (3a)
(II) Closed space, isometric with a hyperspherical surface embedded in

an abstract 4-dimensional Euclidean space J



(3b)

(III) Open space, isometric vith a "hyperbyperbolic" surface embedded

in an abstract Minkowski space \j\ J :

fix) •= *-**;* (3c)

In the derivation of these results, the question of space curvature is

touched upon from the vi2vp6i.it of General tensor analysis [3J . Here

we shall examine directly the curvature of a plane of Friedmann's space.

Let us choose

+ * Í Q, Wl (4)
hence

If we define

~ R l * ^ (6a)

(ib)

and

G(~") - ?(*) (7)

and substitute Eqs.(5),(6), (7) into Eq.(2), we get

Therefore (>M, V ) are polar qeodesic coordinates T^ J ,and so t!ie

Gaussian curvature of the surface is given by £ 5 J
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in case (I) (9a)

in case (II) (9b)

in case (III) (9c)

Thus E< .(4) describes different kinds of plane. In case (I) it is ob-

viously an Euclidean plane. In case (II) it ha? the same geometry as

the surface of a sphere of radius R(t). For a plane this geometry is

called Riemannian, a doubly elliptic £ôJ . In case (ill) the geometry

is that of Bolyai-Lobatchevsky, or hyperbolic. This can be seen indi-

rectly, from tvo facts

(a) the Euclidean surface called the pseudo-sphere has negative Gaussian

curvature of just the form (9c), and therefore the same inner geometry

as our plane; and (b) the inner geometry of the pseudo-sphere has been

shown (by E. Beltrami, in 1868) to be that of a Lobatchevsk? plane.

Now, by suitable orientation of the coordinates, any plane can be

described by Eq.(5). Hence, in Friedmann's space, any plane has one ol

the geometries just specified for the three cases.

2. Triangulation

In the proceeding Section, differential geometry was used to show

the nature of a plane in Friedmann's model of the universe. As a result,

we find that the geometries involved are simple enough, so that we can
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use fi úte trigonometry in all three cases.

We have to solve triangle ABC, with sides à,h_,c_ (Fig.l). A is the

(apparent) location of the source.

Fig.l

The angles _B and C, and the base distance a are measured directly, and

we want to know the distance b (or c, since they are essentially eaual,

£ beinçj much smaller than both t> and c_).

Case I K=0.

Trivially, by the law of sines,

>-~ (10)

Case II; K - -f -zx , Riemannian plane.

Here (as below, in case III) we have to assume that R(t) is knov/n,

so that actually we deal with the ratios t* - rr-, & = — - , and

-y "Z , From spherical trigonometry we have

fi+r

(11)
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Here ;&? -J - -j- , ft ~f, anã

Z+C

hence Sq.(ll) gives

' ^r^B-C ^ -2. ' (12)

or

Notice that b varies from 0 te n-R, taking the value i*~B/-2. v hen

B+C= ff .

Case III; fy r ——, Labatchevskian plane.
K

The trigonometry for this case can be obtained from that of case II

by the simple substitution (cf.Ref.6)

for % •- «, (i f Y ' One gets

or

n
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Here _b varies from 0 to oo .

One void about the calculated distance _b :

Given the nature of light propagation in Friedmann's model f3 land the

expansion factor R(t), the distances so obtained are apparent distances,

that is, they give the position that the source would have on the occa-

sion of the measurement, assuming that it had maintained the zero-velo-

city character of a coordinate body in the co-moving reference system.

3. Numerical Example

Let us assume the values

(17)

" ~ (18)

for the basic quantities. The present value of R(t) is of the order of

10 light-years, so that we have actually taken a_ = 10 liçht-vears.

This mav not be a realistic base for the triangulation,but, as mentio-

ned above, here we are primarily concerned with evidencing the effect of

curvatu ~e.

Indeed, leaving R(t) indeterminate, we get from (10),(13),(16), (17),

(18), and (19),

b = 0.866 R for K * 0 (20)
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b = 0.714 R for K~ "*"jS"i (21)

b = 1.317 R íor K = - -rs (22)

Therefcre, for distances of the order of R(t), the results are consicte

rably different in the three cases.
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